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M
any leaders of companies and organizations struggle in today’s world with finding

time to be influential in their community. Increasing business challenges, time pressures

and a growing global environment are building new constraints against outside

involvement.

Mike Kubacki, president and CEO of Warsaw-based Lake City Bank, doesn’t face quite the

same dilemma. When it comes to running a bank and being involved in the community, Kubacki

refers back to a message received from his father, who said, “You don’t stop being a banker when

you come home at night.”

“My personal life and business life are very intertwined. I like that,” Kubacki admits. “I’m

fortunate that the work I do does directly impact quality of life, the quality of the business

environment that Lake City Bank is involved in.”

Kubacki grew up in Whitley County, where his father served as president of Pierceton State

Bank. After graduating from Indiana University in 1973 with a business degree, he embarked on

a 25-year banking career in the Chicago and Los Angeles areas. A surprise phone call in 1998

from the former Lake City Bank president brought him home.

Business is good at Lake City Bank. The company has 41 offices in 30 communities throughout

12 counties. A commercial and small business focus is supplemented by a trust and investment

franchise. 

Educating future workers
Kubacki quickly became involved with both local and state opportunities to further enhance

the business climate. He places much of his focus on education and workforce development issues.

“If there is one thing the state of Indiana can do to position itself for economic growth, it is

to have a highly educated workforce,” he reasons. “I’ve seen from my experience living in larger

areas that people choose to live where they can get a good education for their children.”

Improved educational achievement, he notes, brings more highly qualified employees and

entrepreneurs willing to locate their companies in such an environment. If the complex economic

development toolkit was limited to one item, education is where Kubacki would place his resources.

“Most people criticize the rankings and feel they’re unfair, but we’re ignoring the message.

There’s no doubt that the education establishment has become defensive.”

In contrast, Kubacki takes an offensive approach to his involvement.

Joining the Chamber board and serving on the K-12 Education and Workforce

Development committees, he dutifully made the 2½-hour drive from

Warsaw to Indianapolis for meetings and special events.

“Mike was engaged and interested in the issues,” says David Holt,

Chamber director of education policy and congressional affairs, who quickly

asked Kubacki to chair the K-12 panel when that position became open.

“He listens, soaks up the information and gives his point on information

he has absorbed.”

Holt returned from Washington, D.C. in mid-2002 with numerous

ideas on changes that could improve the state’s vocational educational system.

After explaining his thoughts and reasoning to Kubacki, he received a

return call a few days later.

“Mike supported me 100%. He got it pushed through our education

committee, which allowed me to start talking about it in the legislature,”

Holt reports. “We couldn’t have done it without Mike’s advocacy. It takes

awhile for these things to play out in the legislature, but this has Mike’s

fingerprints all over it.”

Letting businesses do business
Upon his return to Indiana, Kubacki, who now also serves on the Chamber’s executive

committee, says he was surprised to see what he terms a liberal legislative process. Government

and others impacting the business climate, he believes, should work toward making it easy for

entrepreneurs to succeed.
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A
s health care insurance costs continue to increase at annual double-digit rates, companies

try to cope by making whatever adjustments they can. Higher co-pays, lower deductibles

and fewer benefit options are some of the attempted fixes.

Jim Neustel, president and CEO of Water Island, Inc., in Indianapolis, fears the day

when more difficult choices will need to be made. Does the employer-based insurance system

fade away or will it continue at the expense of salaries and other employee benefits?

“I don’t look forward to the day that (choice) happens, and I fear it’s pretty close,” Neustel

says with trepidation.

How to fight the rising health care costs is a dilemma confounding many of the country’s best

and brightest. Neustel, whose company has seen premium increases of more than 20% each of the

past four years, did what he could during the 2003 legislative session to protect his employees.

He testified before the House and Senate health committees on the price tag that comes with

additional health care coverage mandates.

Speaking up
Typical of the legislative process, numerous delays and schedule changes kept Neustel waiting

at the Statehouse for a lengthy period. He credits Theresa Jolivette, Chamber director of health

care policy and workplace health and safety, for preparing him and keeping him informed. She

marvels at his commitment and dedication.

“Jim never complained and did a fantastic job in front of the committees. His heartfelt message

of trying to do everything he could for his employees really hit home,” Jolivette explains. “We

definitely need more people like Jim who are willing to describe how mandates and other proposed

laws impact their business.”

Although he doesn’t believe he affected the ultimate outcome, Neustel does feel he “gave

members of both committees pause to think about what they’re doing. Personally, I felt good

about standing up and saying something. They need to let businesses and employees together

decide what (illnesses and conditions) to cover.”

Neustel encourages others to pursue similar opportunities. 

“When a business owner or individual goes in to testify, they really are very cordial,” he says

of the legislators. “They’re not always as easy on the lobbyists, but it’s not a scary process to go

through. It’s important to me to do what I can to help out.”

A native of Wyoming, Neustel worked in a variety of positions in Arizona, Colorado and

California before coming to Indiana in 1994. Water Island, which offers clean water products for

business and residential customers, has experienced double digit growth each year since. A $200,000

company in 1994, business now exceeds $10 million a year.

The reason, according to Neustel, is a focus not only

on customers but employees. All Water Island associates

receive stock shares. Active employee involvement on the

compensation committee is important to the company’s

success.

“You have to pay attention to people – what they

do and how they work,” Neustel asserts. “You don’t have

to do everything for yourself, but you have to try and

take down barriers for employees.”

Power of small business
Neustel has been a longtime participant in the Chamber’s

Indiana Small Business Council. The involvement has

been a learning experience, he contends.

“It really opened up my eyes about the place small

businesses have in the economy. There are a huge number

of people out there cranking away who don’t get a lot of

notice.” Council members, Neustel adds, really serve as

representatives for those who are devoting all their time
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Jim Neustel, sampling some of

his company’s product at an area

store, says he has the time to

help represent the concerns of

other small business leaders.
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S
am Schlosser firmly believes that the three things most important in personal development

are the people you meet, the places you go and the books you read.

“Coming on the (Chamber) board and starting to serve on several committees was

invaluable to me,” he recalls. “I’m quite sure I gleaned more than I gave in those early years.”

If that was the case, Schlosser has more than made up the difference. He has served the Chamber

in numerous capacities, including active involvement with the Indiana Business for Responsive

Government (IBRG) political action committee (PAC). Schlosser is also a member of the executive

committee and will serve as board vice chairman during 2004 and chairman the following year.

Schlosser’s father and great-uncle entered the foundry business during the Depression. After

shutting down during World War II, they reopened as the Plymouth Foundry in 1946. Schlosser

joined the company in 1974 and has served as president since 1984.

One of his early assignments was negotiating a union contract. Lee Cross, an Indianapolis

attorney, Chamber seminar presenter and later board chairman was conducting a session on the

management-union relationship. Schlosser says Cross outlined what was somewhat of a revolutionary

concept at the time – that there was nothing wrong with the company making its own list of demands.

Schlosser did just that in his negotiations. When a settlement on other issues was reached,

he said to those across the table, “What about the items we suggested at the first meeting?” The

union response: “You weren’t serious about that, were you?” Schlosser’s reply: “I guess we don’t have

a contract then.” In the end, the union accepted three of the four items on Schlosser’s original list.

Never say never
Another early education experience was a devastating fire several months after he joined the

company. Three of the company’s four production departments were lost. A neighboring business

owner witnessing the fire questioned whether rebuilding

was the best option.

“That thought hadn’t occurred. My only thought

was that we’re going to have a mess in the morning,”

Schlosser states. “We set a goal of getting back to

operation within 90 days, and we came pretty close to

that. We paid everybody through that period to keep

the workforce together. I had an engineering degree

and not a lot of practical experience. I got a lot of

experience that year.”

Fast forward 28 years and Schlosser, active locally

in trying to elect pro-business representatives to the

General Assembly, took the same approach in supporting

IBRG-supported candidate Steven Heim.

The Chamber’s Michael Davis, PAC and public

affairs director, explains.

“In the last couple of weeks, our numbers had slipped

in the polling. The strategy was to go on South Bend

network TV, but the cost was going to be $25,000. Sam dropped everything to help raise the

$25,000 in 48 hours, and he did it.”

Schlosser admits being a little irritated after receiving the call. His hope was that a game plan

was already in place to handle such a last-minute need.

“It never occurred not to do it though,” he admits. “We had to take our best shot and see if

we could get it done.”

End result
The tide turned and Heim was an election winner with 58% of the vote. Davis gives much of

the credit to Schlosser, who had worked for nearly 10 years in trying to ensure a strong business

voice from his legislative district.

“Sam gave a lot of time, effort and resources,” Davis points out. “Everything we asked him

to do, he did. And then he went beyond that.”

Sam Schlosser
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with helping him deal with workplace challenges.
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Schlosser counters that the IBRG

support was critical. He terms it “very,

very gratifying” that the PAC board

backed his support of Heim.

Schlosser once again cites previous

Chamber experience, serving on the

human resources committee, as important.

At the time, he thought biweekly drives to

Indianapolis to hear the latest legislative

news were a “waste of time.”

“Looking back. I realize the huge

impact those decisions have on doing

business in Plymouth, Indiana,” he

contends. “Most business people don’t

have that realization that if you control

the cost of doing business, you’re controlling

one important factor.”

“Chambers by themselves don’t

create jobs. Government doesn’t create

jobs, but it does have the ability to get in

the way of private industry. Innovative

and productive businesses create

opportunities for people.”

Kubacki points to the highly successful

orthopaedics industry in Warsaw. The

credit, he claims, goes to the “management

and people that are here” doing the job.

Volunteering is another lesson

Kubacki learned from his father. The

classic adage that “what is good for the

community is good for the bank” still

rings true today.

“People who staff these organizations

deserve our support. They work to

make our communities better places to

live,” Kubacki contends.

and resources to growing their businesses.

Reggie Henderson, Chamber director

of small business and economic

development, points out that the

council has undergone a transformation

in recent years. Neustel is one of the

people who provides an important link

to the growth and evolution of the group.

“Jim never misses a meeting. You

pick up the phone, you need him and

he’s there,” Henderson comments. “He

brings past accomplishments and

challenges to the table.”

Neustel says he is at a stage in which

he has time to give. He considers it

important that he take advantage of that

opportunity.

“Small businesses are the solution to

many of the problems out there. They

create jobs, are fast on their feet and are

the elements that make our economy go.”
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 Lake City Bank congratulates Mike Kubacki for receiving the Indiana Chamber of Commerce Volunteer of the Year Award. 


